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Abstract 
This paper discusses the finite source queueing model as it applies to a multiprogrammed 
computer system. The system processes N jobs using r Central Processing Units (CPU's) where 
r^N. The jobs emanate from peripheral devices, terminals, card readers etc. (I/O devices) at which 
it is assumed they suffer no delay. 
If a CPU is available when a job requires service it is given this service. Otherwise a queue of 
jobs is formed. In the situation where there are more than r jobs requiring service, it is assumed that r 
randomly selected jobs are assigned to each of the r CPU's. It is assumed that the service time of job 
i has a negative exponential distribution with mean 1//^. After, service, job / returns to I/O devices for 
arandomtime before again calling for CPU service. This time is assumed to have a general distribu-
tion with mean 1/lj. 
A closed form solution for the steady-state probabilities that a particular set of jobs'is at' I/O 
processes is obtained. It is shown that the steady-state solution depends on the distribution of time at 
I/O devices only through the value ij).,. It is also shown how other important measures such as CPU 
utilisation, as well as waiting times and response times for the jobs, can be computed from this 
solution. 
1. Introduction 
A number of authors have applied the methods of queueing theory to the study 
of multiprogrammed computer systems. Following Sztrik [LI], we can model such 
systems as follows. We suppose that there are N jobs in the system, each one emanat-
ing from a terminal at which it suffers no delay and to which it returns following CPU 
processing. There are r(-^N). CPU's, in the system. If a CPU is available an arriving 
job (program) is immediately served by one of the available CPU's. Otherwise a 
queue of jobs is formed. The jobs would normally be served on a FIFO (first-in, 
first-out) basis. For job / we assume that its service time is exponentially distributed 
with mean 1//^. We also suppose that the time job i spends at the peripheral devices 
(I/O operations) is a random variable with distribution, function Fi(x) or more con-
veniently survivor function Gi,(x) = l —F;(x). These'times are independent of each, 
other and are: different for the different jobs. 
The queueing' model just described was first used in. the context of the: "machine 
interference problem" by Ashcroft [1] who studied the M/G/l case by way of the 
duration of the busy period of the operative (the CPU). Using the birth-death; equa-
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tions Benson and Cox [3] obtained a solution to the M/M/l case and extended it to 
the M/M/r case for which Peck and Hazelwood [9] computed extensive tables for 
work study applications. An important advance was made by Bunday and Scraton 
[4] who showed that the solution to the G/M/r homogenenous case was the same as 
the M/M/r solution. 
There is a considerable literature showing applications of this and similar models 
to the computer systems situation. Early contributions were made by Gaver [6] and 
Avi-Itzhak and Heyman [2] while more recently we have the papers by Cohen [5], 
Schatte [10], Kameda [7] and Sztrik [11, 12]. The book by Kleinrock [8] contains an 
extensive bibliography as well as a discussion of other models. 
The^present paper extends the work of Sztrik and presents a closed form solution 
of the G/M/r case in the steady-state situation for a queue discipline in which jobs 
are randomly allocated to CPU's whenever a new job calls for service or the service 
of a job is completed. From this it is easy to compute such quantities as the CPU 
utilisation and the expected waiting times and response times of the jobs. It is shown 
that these quantities depend on the distribution of the times spent at the I/O processes 
only through the means of these distributions. 
2. The steady-state equations for the model 
We consider a set of N jobs in a system with r CPU's. Service times for each job 
are assumed to have a negative exponential distribution with mean for job i. 
The times spent at I/O processes for each job are independently distributed. 
Let Gj(i) denote the probability that if job i arrives at I/O processes at time zero 
then it is still there at time t later. Thus 
G;(0) = 1 and G, (°o) = 0 for all /. 
Further if job i is at I/O processes at time t the probability that it will call for CPU 
service in the interval (/, t+8t) is 
—G'i(t)5t/Gi(t) to first order in St. (2.1) 
The mean time spent at I/O by job i will be 
= / ti-Gl(t)]dt= J Gi(t) dt (2.2) 
A ' o o 
Let Qilit...in(th, ti,..., tin; x )dtildtit,..., dtin be the probability that at time T a partic-
ular set ilt ;2, ..., /„ of the TV jobs are at I/O, one of them for a time in (ttl, t^+dt^), 
etc,,..., another for a time in (i,n, tla+dtln), and the other jobs require CPU serv-
ice. In the case of negative exponential service, n, th, th, ..., tln, and t provide an 
adequate description of the system. We do not need to specify the state of each service 
at time T since this will not influence the future behaviour of the system. Indeed we 
need not even specify which particular jobs are being serviced since the residual serv-
ice time has the same distribution whether or not the service has been started. 
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We consider the transitions that may occur in (r, x+ôx) working always to 
first order in <5T. 
+ •••> + T + 5 T ) = 
= th, ..., tiN- T) [1 -Sx i { - G ' M / G M ) ] . (2.3) 5 = 1 
It is convenient to denote {/1i?.../n} the set of jobs at I/O by A„ while B„=Aca de-
notes the set of jobs calling for CPU service. 
Qii.k-..dth + dx' •••> + t + ÔT) = 
= Qiih-.iS'h, th tin- t ) [ i -ôrZ { - G ' M / G M } -Sx 2 
5 = 1 JZBn 
+ 2 f Qhh-i^ji'i^ ' « „ . . . . tj- T ) { - G ; . ( / , ) / G , ( 0 ) } dtj ( 2 . 4 ) 
0 
for all groups i\, i2, ..., in such that N—rSn^N— 1. 
Qhh...iSth + ^ ...,/,„ + «5T; T + <5T) = 
= Qi^.-iM, V . . . . v , T) [1 -<5T 2 { - G i ( t O / G M } - ~ - 0 T 2 fij-} + 
5=1 jy — n j£Bn 
+ Sr 2 I ^.v.-wi^ -><in, t j \ ^{-G'AtjVGAO} dtj (2.5) 
for all groups h , i 2 , ...,/„ such that 1 ^n^N—r. 
In (2.5) the particular set of r jobs being serviced is equally likely to be any one 
J sets possible. This is equivalent to assuming that whenever the number 
of jobs requiring service exceeds r, then we have a SIRO (service in random order) 
queue discipline. This is a somewhat artificial situation and is certainly different from 
the more natural FIFO discipline. In the latter case the resulting system of equations 
has no explicit solution. We shall show that for the queue discipline adopted the 
equations can be solved. In many cases, provided the inhomogeneity is not excessive, 
our solution, particularly in respect of the important properties of the system, will be 
a good approximation to the FIFO case. Its closed and easily computed form is its 
merit. 
Qo(r+St) = E 0 ( T ) [ I - — A T 
+ à z 2 I QjOj-, X ) G ' j ( t j ) / G j ( t j ) dtj. (2 .6) 
J = 1 0 
If we consider the situation when a service is completed in the interval T, x+,Sx 
G « i « . . . . • è x ' + <5*. '¡„ + Sx, 0\ x + ôx)-ôx = 
= HjàxQiill...in(tii,th,...,tin\x) (2 .7) 
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for all j£Bn and all groups I'X, ..., I„ such that N—r^nSN—l. 
Qilii...inJ(til + ^ , Ut + <5r, . . . , /,„ + <5t, 0 ; T + ¿ r ) • 5x = 
rdx 
, ; (2.8) 
for all j(iBn and all groups ilt ..., i„ such that 0 S n ^ N — r . 
If we consider the situation as T— •» so that 
Q-hw...¡nVii' •••' tin>T) - Quh-fS'ii' '¡s> •••> '0 
and further write 
-> ' . „ ) = C O G . , 0 . , ) - Gin(tOR,lt,...,S{h''.«> •••> ' ¡J (2-9) 
then (2.3) to (2.8) take the form 
(• ^ £ "I 
[&- + - +di~\ - » = 0 (210> 
[ B d 1 -$¡7+ - /,„ .... t j = -i?il..,„(/il, th,..., tOj2Mi-
- 2 " / X - w C i x . t j ) G ' A t j ) * j (2.11) 
for all groups /i, ..., i„ such that N—rSn^N—l. 
[ 8 3 1 t 
~ 2 f Rt^ji^, ...,tin,tj)G'j(tj)dtj (2.12) 
for all groups i1,...,i„ such that lSnSJV— r. 
o = R«ir 2 » J + 2 f Rj«j)Gj«j)dtj- (2.13) 
Rh...u(th> <'*> •••> = M l i - J V '.„) (2.14) 
for all _/€2?„ and groups ilt ...,/„ such that N—r^n^N—1. 
« i i - w C i , . 'i,. •••> 0) = Un) (2.15) 
for all j(LBn and groups ilt ..., i„ such that O^nsN—r. 
It is perhaps worth mentioning that these same equations would result from a 
second queue discipline which Tomk6 refers to as "processor sharing". In this situa-
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tion whenever there are more jobs demanding service than CPU's, i.e. N—n~>-r, 
then all jobs receive service on each CPU in such a way that during a unit time every 
job receives an amount l/(N—n) CPU service on every CPU. This will approximate 
the case when all CPU's operate in time sharing. See also Cohen [5]. 
3. The solution of the steady state equations 
The general solution of (2.10) is 
^...ivC-i» '¡j, •••> UN) = 8(ti1—til> til—tl3, ..., tix — tiN) 
where g is an arbitrary function. 
But Xi1...iH(ti1, tit,..., tin) is a symmetric function for all A„ so that 
^•„...•»('.v'i,> •••>' .*)-= * (3-2) 
where x is a constant is a solution. 
From (2.14) and (2.15) we obtain in turn 
^ . . . , ^ , ^ , . . . , 1 0 = ^ — (3-3) 
n 
k=1 
where jk£Bn and N—r^n^N— 1. 
J ' f c , ' « „ - > t o = { N ~ n ) s * (3-4) 
r»—'r\n /*A 
k=1 
where jk£B„ and OsnsA/— r. 
These solutions also satisfy (2.11) to (2.13). 
Thus the probability that a particular group i2, •••, i„ of jobs are at I/O and 
the rest are not is 
oo oo 
fiii«,...i.= / ••••/ Qi.h-.iSK> h ,K)dtil...dtin 0 0 
so that from (2.2) 
( N ~ t : ¿ V <") 
r'—'rt n (ly, 
*=1 
for all groups with 0^n^N—r. 
Qi,..in = — (3-6) 
n nJk * = 1 
for all groups with N — r ^ n ^ N . 
Thus the probability that n jobs are at I/O is 
2 (N~n)JZ i i K <3-7> 
«,..<„>,*—n J-1 ' 
* = 1 
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f o r 0 S r t S N — r . 
n fe'"1 
k = 1 
for N - r ^ n ^ N . 
x is determined by the condition 
(3.8) 
¿ ? . = 1. (3-9) 
4. Some useful measures for the system 
The probability that all N jobs are at I/O is 
?* = */[ ¿My]- (4-1) y=i 
N—n Since if n jobs are at I/O the probability that a particular CPU is servicing is —-— 
if N—n^r or 1 if N-n>r then the proportion of time each CPU is servicing, the 
CPU utilisation, is given by 
U = l Z k q N _ k + 2 rqN-kyr . (4.2) 
k=l * = r + l 
For a particular job / if q(i) denotes the long run proportion of time that job i is at 
I/O processes, then 
qa) = 2 2 Qii...i„- (4 .3) 
»=1 i€ {(,...!„} 
Using a result due to Tomko [13] we also have 
q°> = l/Xij {1/A; + Wj+1///,} (4.4) 
where ¡V{ is the mean time that job i waits not being serviced by a CPU. Thus 
»i = ( l - 9 ( 0 ) / ( W ) ) - l / f t . (4-5) 
Of course with the queue discipline being considered the total waiting time may 
be made up of a number of such periods. The particular job may, at some stage, be 
in the selected set of those being serviced, and following a service completion or the 
arrival of another job may then not be in the selected set and will have to wait. 
The mean response time of job i is given by 
T ^ W t + l / n ^ i l - q ^ W r f 0 ) (4.6) 
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so that the mean number of jobs that are calling for and receiving CPU service is 
given by 
N = ¿ ( l - 9 ( i ) ) = ¿ W » . (4.7) 1=1 1=1 
Of course in the case of processor sharing as mentioned at the end of Section 2 
there is no waiting time. However the mean response time as given by (4.6) is still 
appropriate for this discipline. 
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